
this is how it 
usually goes...

www.i love new york garbage.com invites you 
to the event on hudson square to promote the 
culture of recycle: An event of exchange.

lack of time and urgency in moving lead “new york-
ers” to leave their furniture on the sidewalks.

I   NY
GARBAGE

I   NY
GARBAGE®

...This stuff usually becomes nothing more than garbage.
...we come and pick your furniture

the voice is spread 
with events on blogs 
and social networks

as in an open-air living room the visitors of hudson square can move the 
furniture around according to the use they want to make of the space

24 through 31 july 2011, hudson square will be 
an extension of new york`s living rooms
pump life into nyc`s forgotten objects.
is your stuff gonna be there? 
bring one take one

the square as a 
public living room 
gives to the audi-
ence the potential 
to engage in an 
infinte number of 
activities.

kabaaang.!!!...it`s time to give a new life to ny 
garbage!!

I love New York Garbage

I love New York Garbage (ILNYG) is a community art 
installation/market that proposes to revert the contem-
porary square to its original function as a space of 
exchange. The square as an urban void is the last demo-
cratic space for the community to manifest themselves 
and generate revenues. The congested urban reality of 
Manhattan gives us the chance to rethink the role of the 
plaza in hyper-dense cities in relation to contemporary 
concerns. We decided to explore the continuous popu-
lation turnover and the residue that these particular 
groups of �uctuant inhabitants leave behind. Residues 
such as furniture are integrated parts of the visual 
landscape of Manhattan and even though it entails a 
great potential for reuse, still has an immense ecologi-
cal impact. We propose to activate Hudson Square 
through a collective event by gathering and document-
ing a large selection of NY Reusable Garbage from all 
corners of the city. Furthermore we propose to give to 
every object a story/memory through systematic track-
ing that will embed a NY identity into the object. The 
object identity, branded as a New York Vintage, will 
generate potential to extend the Hudson Square 
market further than its physical limits. 

The chaotic pile of the garbage combined with the 
rational tracking of all its elements re�ects the overload 
of information as a speci�c value of the city itself. The 
immense amount of NY selected Garbage will gather 
and cluster on the plaza as an art manifestation of one 
of the city’s urgent points as well as a guerrilla market 
for the bene�t of the local community.

In the spirit of Studio X this art installation/market turns 
Hudson Square into a laboratory for an experiment on 
the social dynamics of the urban environment.  ILNYG 
proposes an installation that is not meant to de�ne 
certain activities or social behaviors but leaves open the 
possibility for unscripted outcomes. While the 
traditional market space is bound to a physical limit, we 
believe that this contemporary space of exchange 
would inevitably extend into the virtual realm.  On the 
physical level we contrast the passive art exhibition by 
actively involving local users to modify the arrange-
ment of the objects so that the overall composition can 
evolve due to unde�ned scenarios. While this installa-
tion is continuously evolving, each element is provided 
with a tracking ID and QR code that links the item 
directly to its corresponding memory synopsis and 
internet market auction page (eBay, Craigslist). The log 
of the objects, mirror of the actual physical installation, 
will be constantly updated on the webpage 
www.IloveNewYorkGarbage.com.   

Project Schedule 

Installation of projectors, computers and electrical 
equipment: 
4 hours only �rst day.
Out of site for furniture selection: 
Everyday for 4/5 hours during evening time. Other team 
members will stay on site to reorganize furniture, 
conduct web shows and explain proposal to public and 
start projectors during night time.

click on logo to enter website

this is what we 
propose...

and the 
exchange 
doesn’t stop 
here...

now, let`s get 
into details...

the location of each object is tracked every time  the location of each object is tracked every time  

...each object is selected and tagged with a qrcode... 

we build a memory of the object with pictures 
from when it was collected to its use in a nyc 
urban environment

each object has a tag with a qr code 
that links directly to its tracking 
webpage and auction websites 

possible plaza configurations devel-
oped throughout the exhibition week.

day-time and night-time scenarios

www.ilovenewyorkgarbage.com

